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ABSTRACT
One of the principal bottlenecks to atmosphere characterisation in the era of all-sky
surveys is the availability of fast, autonomous and robust atmospheric retrieval meth-
ods. We present a new approach using unsupervised machine learning to generate
informed priors for retrieval of exoplanetary atmosphere parameters from transmis-
sion spectra. We use principal component analysis (PCA) to efficiently compress the
information content of a library of transmission spectra forward models generated us-
ing the PLATON package. We then apply a k-means clustering algorithm in PCA
space to segregate the library into discrete classes. We show that our classifier is
almost always able to instantaneously place a previously unseen spectrum into the
correct class, for low-to-moderate spectral resolutions, R, in the range R = 30 − 300
and noise levels up to 10 per cent of the peak-to-trough spectrum amplitude. The
distribution of physical parameters for all members of the class therefore provides an
informed prior for standard retrieval methods such as nested sampling. We benchmark
our informed-prior approach against a standard uniform-prior nested sampler, finding
that our approach is up to a factor two faster, with negligible reduction in accuracy.
Our general approach is not specific to transmission spectroscopy and should be more
widely applicable to cases that involve repetitive fitting of trusted high-dimensional
models to large data catalogues, including beyond exoplanetary science.
Key words: methods: data analysis – methods: statistical – planets and satellites:
atmospheres
1 INTRODUCTION
Transmission spectroscopy is a significant and growing
branch of exoplanetary research. Since the first detections
and studies of the atmosphere of HD 209458 b (Charbon-
neau et al. 2002; Vidal-Madjar et al. 2003), transmission
spectroscopy has become the leading diagnostic tool for the
exploration of the chemistry and physics of exoplanetary at-
mospheres. The technique has been used to detect a variety
of chemical species, including potassium (Sing et al. 2011;
Wilson et al. 2015), sodium (Redfield et al. 2008), water
(Tinetti et al. 2007; Konopacky et al. 2013; Evans et al.
2016), and titanium oxide (Sedaghati et al. 2017).
? E-mail: joshjchayes@gmail.com
Currently there are almost 3000 confirmed planets de-
tected through primary transit1. The majority of these were
discovered by Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010), though most of
the hosts are too faint for current ground-based atmospheric
follow-up.
With the launch of the Transiting Exoplanet Survey
Satellite (TESS, Ricker et al. 2014) and the development
of ground-based transit surveys like the Next Generation
Transit Survey (NGTS, Wheatley et al. 2013), both of which
target much brighter hosts than Kepler, there will be an in-
crease of several orders of magnitude in the number of poten-
tial transmission spectroscopy targets that can be followed-
up from the ground.
1 The Extrasolar Planet Encyclopedia: http://exoplanet.eu
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With such a step change in the number of transmission
spectroscopy targets it will become necessary both to pri-
oritise targets for transmission spectroscopy studies and to
implement autonomous and efficient methods for modelling
their spectra.
The Spectroscopy and Photometry of Exoplanetary At-
mospheres Research Network (SPEARNET), is developing
a network and tools to respond to the paradigm shift from
a target-starved to a asset-starved era. Morgan et al. (2019)
presents a Decision Metric that can be used to optimally pair
transmission spectroscopy targets to telescopes within a het-
erogeneous globally-distributed network. One of the primary
science drivers for the use of a Decision Metric is that the
selected targets can be used for statistically robust popula-
tion studies as it removes unquantified bias in manual expert
selection.
However, even with an optimised selection approach,
the expected increase in the number of transmission spec-
troscopy observations requires improvements in the effi-
ciency of atmospheric retrieval methods, which are typically
computationally expensive and time consuming. A variety of
models are now available, given the recent push towards pro-
ducing open source forward models and retrieval codes, using
various different methods. ATMO (Goyal et al. 2018) uses a
pre-computed scalable grid to calculate transmission spec-
tra, but does not provide a built-in retrieval module. Tau-
REx (Waldmann et al. 2015a,b) is an open source package
which provides a Bayesian retrieval framework for transmis-
sion spectra, complete with a highly detailed forward model.
Exo-Transmit (Kempton et al. 2017) is a forward model,
which has recently been streamlined and packaged with a
retrieval module within the PLATON (Zhang et al. 2019)
Python package.
In this paper, we use unsupervised machine learning to
aid and improve the efficiency of exoplanetary atmosphere
model retrieval. In the era of “big data” the problem of min-
ing and characterising large datasets is not unique to exo-
planetary science, nor even to astrophysics. We believe that
our general method should find broad applicability to cases
that involve repetitive fitting of trusted high-dimensional
models to large data catalogues.
We give a brief overview of nested sampling methods
and discuss the appeal of informed priors in Section 2. We
introduce the machine learning algorithm used to generate
informed priors and demonstrate how to apply it to a set
of simulated transmission spectra in Section 3. In Section 4
we discuss the effects of applying optimised priors to nested
sampler retrieval of exoplanetary atmosphere parameters.
We offer some conclusions on our approach in Section 5.
2 NESTED SAMPLING AND PRIORS
In this paper, we primarily focus on using nested sampling
algorithms, implemented using dynesty (Speagle & Barbary
2018). Nested sampling has been shown to be an effective
retrieval method when dealing with models of high dimen-
sionality. In order to convey the advantage of using informed
priors for model retrieval, we present here a brief overview of
the nested sampling method. This is not exhaustive, and we
direct the interested reader to the work of Skilling (2004), or
the documentation provided by dynesty2 for further details.
As in most Bayesian modelling, the primary aim of
nested sampling is to estimate the posterior likelihood
P (Θ|D,M) of a set of parameters Θ for a model M given
a set of data D. We can then use Bayes’ rule to give
P (Θ|D,M) = P (D|Θ,M) P (Θ|M)
P (D|M) ≡
L (Θ) pi (Θ)
Z . (1)
Here, L (Θ) is the likelihood and pi (Θ) is the prior. Z is
known as the evidence, and can be written as
Z =
∫
Θ
L (Θ) pi (Θ) dΘ (2)
where the integral is taken over the range of Θ.
Many Bayesian inference methods focus on sampling
the posterior and leave the evidence as a by-product. Nested
sampling reverses this and concentrates on sampling the ev-
idence, leaving the posterior sampling as a secondary focus.
Generally, Z cannot be directly evaluated with compu-
tational efficiency. Instead, in nested sampling the evidence
is estimated by integrating the prior in nested shells of con-
stant likelihood. Rather than integrating over all Θ, nested
sampling estimates Z by approaching the integral in Equa-
tion 2 as an integral over the prior volume
X (L) ≡
∫
Θ : L(Θ)>L
pi (Θ) dΘ (3)
which is contained within an iso-likelihood contour set
L (Θ) = L. X (L) can be thought of as the amount of prior
mass associated with likelihoods greater than L. It is de-
fined such that X (0) = 1, X (Lmax) = 0, and dX is the prior
mass associated with the likelihoods between L and L + dL.
This can then be used to calculate the evidence through the
relation
Z =
∫ ∞
0
X (L) dL =
∫ 1
0
L (X) dX (4)
where L (X) is the inverse of X (L). Through evaluating the
iso-likelihood contours with a set of Xi values
1 = X0 > X1 > ... > XN > 0, (5)
the evidence can be computed by solving Equation 4 using
standard numerical methods.
The basic algorithm of nested sampling is as follows:
(i) Draw a set of K “live points” from the prior.
(ii) For every iteration i, find the likelihood Li of each live
point and remove the point with the lowest likelihood, which
now becomes a “dead point.”
(iii) Replace the dead point with a new live point sampled
from the prior, but with the condition that Li+1 > Li .
Skilling (2004) shows that the average remaining prior mass
Xi is given by
log Xi = − i ±
√
i
K
. (6)
We can therefore estimate the evidence integral in Equation
2 https://dynesty.readthedocs.io/en/latest/overview.html
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4 using a set of Ndead dead points through
Z ≈ Zˆ =
Ndead∑
i=1
f (Li) g (∆Xi) . (7)
The functions f (Li) and g (∆Xi) will vary depending on the
integration scheme being used. In the case of dynesty, which
uses a trapezium rule integration, f (Li) = (Li−1 + Li)/2 and
g (∆Xi) = Xi−1 − Xi .
In theory, this algorithm could iterate forever, sampling
a smaller and smaller likelihood volume. Consequently, a
stopping criterion must be introduced. A straightforward
criterion is to continue until there is only a certain frac-
tion of evidence left to be sampled. At a given iteration i,
by assuming that the remaining prior mass within the shell
containing the last dead point is a uniform likelihood region,
the remaining evidence can be approximated by
∆Zˆi ≈ LmaxXi . (8)
A stopping criterion can then by defined by using the log-
ratio between the current estimated evidence Zˆi and ∆Zˆi ,
given by
∆ ln Zˆi ≡ ln
(
Zˆi + ∆Zˆi
)
− ln Zˆi . (9)
This gives an estimate for the remaining fraction of the ev-
idence which has not been sampled. A basic stopping cri-
terion of a nested sampler is to sample until only a given
fraction is left, which is the default stopping criterion used
by dynesty.
We can see from Equation 2 that the priors are involved
in the calculation of Z, and the nature of the priors has a
significant impact upon the behaviour of a nested sampling
routine, most notably in the run time. In general, the pos-
terior volume P (Θ) is more localised than the prior volume
pi (Θ). By using the Kullback-Leiber divergence, H, (Kull-
back 1959), the amount of information gained from updating
the prior to the posterior is given by
H ≡
∫
Θ
P (Θ) ln
(
P (Θ)
pi (Θ)
)
dΘ. (10)
Skilling (2004) shows that the number of iterations, Niter,
required for the updated prior to be equivalent to the pos-
terior goes as
Niter ∝ KH. (11)
Since a narrower prior leads to a smaller value of H, a more
informed prior is desirable since fewer iterations are required
to obtain a result. Whilst this relationship shows that a low
number of live points, K, is desirable, Skilling (2004) notes
that in practice this leads to a very fast sampling which skips
most of the bulk of the posterior volume. Skilling (2004)
recommends that a larger number of live points is preferable
and safer to use, as this leads to gentler progress and more
complete sampling of the posterior.
3 INFORMED PRIORS FROM
UNSUPERVISED MACHINE LEARNING
3.1 Why unsupervised machine learning?
In modern astronomy, we frequently encounter situations
where a trusted multi-parameter model is applied repeat-
edly to large data catalogues in order to calculate model
parameters for each object in the catalogue. In such cases it
can be more economical to compute a set of informed priors
that can be used to make such bulk model retrievals more
efficient.
Equations 10 and 11 show that, in the case of nested
sampling retrieval, narrow, more informed priors are prefer-
able to wide, uninformed priors. Priors for specific objects
can often be informed by additional measurements that may
be available for that object. But even where there is no such
additional information available the variability of the trusted
model itself across the parameter range may exhibit a nat-
ural taxonomy of behaviour. This opens the possibility of
using a classification approach where a dataset is initially
identified as belonging to a certain class of models. The
distribution of parameter values within that class is then
employed as an informed prior for retrieval of the best fit
solution.
This approach is preferable if three requirements are
met:
(i) the time taken to retrieve parameters for all members
of the data catalogue is large compared to the time taken to
initially segregate the model into classes;
(ii) members of the data catalogue can be classified cor-
rectly with high reliability;
(iii) the time taken to classify a member of the data cat-
alogue is significantly outweighed by the subsequent time
saved by parameter retrieval through an informed-prior ap-
proach compared to the standard uninformed (uniform)
prior approach.
In Section 4 we show that our approach allows all of these
requirements to be met for rapid atmospheric forward mod-
elling codes like PLATON.
Unsupervised machine learning (ML) classification can
be used to classify models and to retrieve a set of priors for a
given class. For transmission spectroscopy retrieval we find
that, once trained, our classifier is able to identify which class
a set of data belongs to and generate priors for that class in
generally less than a second. By using unsupervised machine
learning we allow the model behaviour itself to determine
the taxonomy of the classification though, as discussed in
Section 4.2, some care is required in determining the allowed
number of classes.
In this section, we introduce our algorithm for gener-
ating informed priors in the context of transmission spec-
troscopy of exoplanetary atmospheres. This is an area which
has already seen some application of machine learning, for
example through the use of neural networks (Cobb et al.
2019) or supervised machine learning algorithms (Ma´rquez-
Neila et al. 2018). These methods generally look to the ma-
chine learning algorithm to do the full retrieval of atmo-
spheric parameters from data. We suggest that by using
machine learning to inform more traditional retrieval tech-
niques, rather than relying on the machine learning algo-
rithm to do the entire data processing, one is in a “best of
both worlds” situation, where we combine the pattern recog-
nition and statistical analysis abilities of machine learning
with the ability to more finely sample parameter space of
traditional Monte Carlo retrieval techniques. Through this
method, coupled with a sensible choice of number of classes
based on the quality of the data, we are able to minimise the
risk of misclassification leading to incorrect results, which is
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2019)
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a major issue in retrieval which relies solely upon ML clas-
sification.
3.2 Simulating transmission spectra for
classification
Our algorithm consists of using an unsupervised ML classi-
fier to identify classes of transmission spectra and generate
parameter distributions for each class. We then use it to clas-
sify other spectra and recover the parameter distributions of
their class for use as our informed priors for parameter re-
trieval.
In order to train the classifier, we require a set of train-
ing data with known parameters. As we are using an un-
supervised algorithm to give the classifier as much freedom
to define classes as possible, we do not pass the known pa-
rameters to the classifier, but we do track them so that we
can build the prior distributions for each resulting class. The
performance of our algorithm is strongly linked to the accu-
racy of the underlying model which is used to simulate the
training data. However, using PLATON we find that the
total time taken to simulate all of our training data and to
train the classifier with it generally takes less time than run-
ning a single model retrieval with uninformed priors, easily
fulfilling requirement (i) of Section 3.1 . We stress that a
trained classifier can only operate on data with similar ap-
pearance to the data with which it was trained. Therefore it
is necessary to train the classifier with a noiseless training
set that has the same spectral resolution as the data we wish
to classify.
The training data which we use are simulated transmis-
sion spectra generated using PLATON (Zhang et al. 2019).
We use a restricted subset of five variables for our tests:
planet mass, atmospheric temperature, metallicity, carbon-
oxygen ratio, and Rayleigh scattering multiplier. We uni-
formly random sample the parameter space defined on the
ranges in Table 1. The other variables that can be adjusted
within PLATON (host star radius, planet radius and cloud
pressure) are all fixed. The host star and planet radii are
fixed at 1 R and 1 RJup, respectively, and we assume a
cloud-free atmosphere.
We fix the planet and host radius as these do not sub-
stantially affect the shape of the spectrum, only its ampli-
tude, and, in any case, they are usually already accurately
known for a planet that is being targeted for transmission
spectroscopy. We are therefore concerned here with training
the classifier to recognise changes in spectral morphology,
rather than overall amplitude. We assume a cloud-free at-
mosphere for much the same reason. The effect of the pres-
ence of substantial high altitude cloud is to mask spectral
features, making morphological classification more difficult.
In this case we should expect the set of informed priors pro-
vided by our approach to simply tend towards those of unin-
formed priors, i.e. all spectra will appear to the classifier to
belong to one class that spans the entire parameter range.
The outcome will be that the model retrieval efficiency will
be reduced to that of the standard approach. In the case
where morphology information is available from a spectrum,
however, we seek to develop an approach that can use this
information to classify the spectrum before further analysis
and therefore potentially provide more efficient retrieval.
For each set of parameters sampled, we use PLATON
to generate the associated spectrum. The spectrum is then
convolved to a given spectral resolution, R, keeping the
full wavelength range of PLATON, namely logarithmically
spaced values in the range 0.3 µm to 30 µm. For this in-
vestigation we use R = 30, 100, and 300 to represent low-,
and medium-resolution transmission spectroscopy. There is
no technical limitation in the method preventing the use of
even higher spectral resolutions up to the limit of PLATON
itself, R = 1000. Similarly, one could use a combination of res-
olutions across different wavebands, or a restricted range of
wavelengths. Also, our method does not specifically require
the use PLATON to simulate the spectra. Any other model
that is fast enough to satisfy the requirements of Section 3.1
can be used, provided that the model is characterised by
continuous parameters that allow the user to generate an
appropriate set of training data.
3.3 Generating informed priors
To train the classifier, we sample 100 000 points in the five-
dimensional parameter space of planet mass, atmospheric
temperature, metallicity, carbon-oxygen (C/O) ratio, and
scattering factor. Each sample in parameter space is then
used as a parameter set and an associated transmission spec-
trum is simulated using PLATON, which is then binned to
give the desired spectral resolution.
For unsupervised ML classification the classifier does
not know anything about the underlying parameters that
control the morphology of the spectrum, and is even unaware
of how many parameters there are. Each spectrum is an
array of flux values and the classifier treats each element
of the array as a realisation from a pseudo-dimension that
spans a continuous space of possible values.
Each resulting spectrum can therefore be thought of as
a single coordinate in a spectral space with Ndims pseudo-
dimensions, where the spectrum s, which is produced by a
set of parameters p, is given by
s (p) = [∆F(λ1),∆F(λ2), ...,∆F(λNdims )] (12)
where ∆F (λi) is the transit depth at wavelength λi . The
pseudo-dimensionality of the spectral space is determined
by the number of wavelength bins, Nbins, required to obtain
a given spectral resolution R:
Ndims = Nbins = R ln
(
λmax
λmin
)
. (13)
Binning a full PLATON spectrum to R = 100 results in a
spectral space of 461 pseudo-dimensions. We use tools pro-
vided by scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al. 2011) to find clusters
of similar spectra. However, as discussed in the scikit-learn
documentation3, clustering algorithms are very slow for high
dimensionality data. In order to reduce the dimensionality,
we conduct a principal component analysis (PCA). Figure
1 shows the fraction of the total variance contained within
each of the first 15 principal components for R = 100, and
shows that 99.9 per cent of the variance is contained within
the first ten components. Keeping these 10 components al-
lows us to reduce the pseudo-dimensionality by a factor of
almost 50, with negligible information loss.
3 https://scikit-learn.org/stable/user_guide.html
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Figure 1. Top: The fraction of total variance provided by
each of the first 15 principal components. This PCA was con-
ducted on 100,000 spectra at a spectral resolution R = 100, sam-
pled uniformly from the parameter values detailed in Table 1.
Bottom: The cumulative variance of the principal components.
99.9 per cent of the variance of the spectra is contained within
the first ten components.
Once the PCA is completed, an unsupervised k-means
clustering algorithm is run to find clusters in the reduced-
dimensionality PCA space. These clusters are used to de-
fine a set of spectral classes that any new spectrum can
be compared to and classified by. For k-means clustering
we must select the allowed number of classes. We use 30
classes, though we note that there can be variation in the
results of our method depending upon both the allowed num-
ber of classes and the number of spectral principal compo-
nents which are used. We discuss the effects of the number of
classes more in Section 4.1. Whilst there are unsupervised
ML classification schemes that do not require the user to
pre-determine the number of classes, the simplicity of the
k-means clustering method means that it is straightforward
and fast to determine which class a new spectrum belongs to.
This is a significant benefit when dealing with a potentially
large catalogue of objects.
After the classes are determined in PCA space, the
physical parameters of each member of a class are extracted.
This allows the recovery of the distribution of class mem-
bership in physical parameter space, an example of which is
shown in Figure 2. It is clear from Figure 2 that the param-
eter distributions recovered from unsupervised ML classifi-
cation occupy significantly concentrated volumes within the
overall parameter space, as would be expected for spectra
that exhibit similar morphology.
At this point a new spectrum with unknown parame-
ters, s (pˆ), can now be passed to the classifier and assigned to
a class by converting s (pˆ) into PCA space coordinates and
finding the closest class centre. The parameter distribution
of this class can then be used as an informed prior to aid
the retrieval of pˆ.
Table 1. Parameter values over which the simulated spectra are
generated using PLATON. Parameters marked as variable are
uniformly sampled between the low and high values stated. Pa-
rameters which are not varied within this investigation have the
relevant fixed value provided in the low column.
Parameter Variable? Low High
Star radius (R) No 1 -
Planet mass
(
MJup
)
Yes 0.6 2
Planet radius
(
RJup
)
No 1 -
Atmosphere temperature (K) Yes 200 3000
Log metallicity Yes −1 3
C/O ratio Yes 0.05 2
Log cloudtop pressure (log Pa) No ∞ -
Log scattering factor Yes −2 4
4 USE OF CLASSIFICATIONS IN AIDING
RETRIEVAL
4.1 Quantifying retrieval quality
We use the marginalised physical parameter distributions
for each of the classes identified by the classifier as informed
priors for the nested sampler routine in PLATON. We dis-
cuss the implementation and effect of this further in Section
4.2. Before we discuss the effects, however, we must first de-
fine some metrics by which we can quantify the quality and
efficiency of retrieval. In any retrieval, there are three prop-
erties which one seeks to optimise: accuracy, precision, and
speed.
To quantify speed, we use Niter, the number of iterations
required before the stopping criterion of the nested sampler
is reached. The nested sampler retrieval in PLATON uses
dynesty (Speagle & Barbary 2018) (as of v4.0). The stop-
ping criterion used by PLATON is the default dynesty value
of ∆Zˆ = (K−1)×10−3+10−2, which is the default when the fi-
nal set of live points is included in the final calculation of the
evidence and posteriors (c.f. Section 2). We use the number
of iterations rather than the actual computation time as a
metric because this is machine agnostic; we are showing the
potential of this technique rather than presenting concrete
values on run times on a specific hardware setup.
Calculation of accuracy and precision metrics relies on
being able to find a distance between sets of parameters p.
In order to calculate these we scale each parameter p to a
dimensionless value p′ between 0 and 1 using
p′ = p − pmin
pmax − pmin
, (14)
where pmin and pmax are taken from Table 1. From here
on we use prime notation to denote any coordinate or value
which is unit normalised.
Using simulated data to test our classifier, for every
model retrieval we have two sets of coordinates in param-
eter space: the true (simulated) set of parameters, pt , and
the set of parameters obtained from the retrieval, pr . For
our accuracy metric,M1, we use the Euclidean distance be-
tween these points in the unit-normalised physical parameter
space:
M1 = ‖p′t − p′r ‖. (15)
PLATON retrieval returns an upper and lower 1σ un-
certainty on each fitted parameter. For our five-parameter
MNRAS 000, 1–14 (2019)
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Figure 2. An example parameter distribution obtained from our clustering algorithm. The axis ranges are the full ranges stated in Table
1. The marginalised distributions can be used as informed priors for retrieval algorithms.
grid these error bars define a 5-D hyper-ellipsoid around
p′r . Allowing for asymmetric errors by restricting consider-
ation to one orthant of the hyper-ellipsoid, the surface of
the n-dimensional hyper-ellipsoid bounds a set of coordinate
points x′i such that
n∑
i=1
(
x′i − p′ri
σ′
i
)2
≤ 1 (16)
where the sum is taken over each coordinate i, p′ri is the
retrieved value of that coordinate and σ′i is the associated
uncertainty on p′ri in the considered orthant.
The intercept, x′, of the surface boundary of the relevant
hyper-ellipsoid and the line joining p′r and p′t can be found
by solving the set of simultaneous equations
x′ − p′t − A
(
p′r − p′t
)
= 0 (17)
and
n∑
i=1
(
x′i − p′ri
σ′
i
)2
− 1 = 0, (18)
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Figure 3. An illustration of the metrics used to quantify the qual-
ity of the results of a nested sampler retrieval in a dimensionless
two-dimensional parameter space. M1 is an accuracy metric de-
fined by the distance between the true set of parameters, p′t , and
the retrieved set of parameters, p′r . The dashed line represents
the composite error hyper-ellipsoid associated with p′r , and σ1
and σ2 are the retrieval errors in the orthant considered in the
calculation of ε, the 1σ distance in the direction of M1. M2 is
defined as the ratio of M1 and ε.
where A is a scalar constant. From this, we can define
ε = ‖x′ − p′r ‖, (19)
the uncertainty on p′r in the direction of p′t . Consequently,
our final metric, quantifying the retrieval precision,M2, can
be stated as
M2 = M1
ε
=
‖p′t − p′r ‖
ε
. (20)
Figure 3 shows a diagram illustrating M1, M2 and ε in a
two-dimensional parameter space.
4.2 Informed priors for nested sampler retrieval
4.2.1 Classification accuracy
Since nested samplers draw all their samples directly from
the priors, it is crucial for this method that a spectrum is
assigned to a class whose parameter distribution ranges in-
clude the atmospheric parameters for that spectrum. Nested
sampling cannot return accurate posteriors if the spectrum
is mis-classified to a class that excludes any of its parameter
values.
For our simulations we define an accurate classification
to be one in which the true parameters of the simulated
spectrum are contained within the prior volume of the class
to which the spectrum is assigned, that is to say that the
parameters have a non-zero probability density within the
assigned class. Conceivably, noise within real data may result
in mis-classification. To investigate this, we generate 5000
simulated spectra with random parameters drawn uniformly
from the parameter distributions in Table 1 for each of the
spectral resolutions R = 30, 100, and 300. We then generate a
noisy realisation of the spectrum by applying Gaussian noise
within each spectral bin at levels ranging from 0−50 per cent
of the maximum-to-minimum (“peak-to-trough”) variation
in the spectrum.
Figures 4a-c show the fraction of these 5000 spectra that
are correctly classified as a function of the number of classes
imposed on the k-means clustering classification described
in Section 3.3. Figures 4d-f show the fraction of the spectra
that are correctly labelled as a function of noise level for
classifiers with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 classes for the same
spectral resolutions.
We can visualise the effect of noise on a spectrum as
an uncertainty of position in PCA space. Spectra that lie
near a boundary between two classes are more susceptible
to being mis-classified. As the number of classes is increased,
the number of boundaries also increases, leading to the gen-
eral negative correlation we see in Figures 4a-c. However, a
spectrum that changes class as a result of noise is only con-
sidered mis-classified if the new class assignment does not
include all of the physical parameter values associated with
the spectrum. Whilst classes are segregated in PCA space,
their physical parameter distributions can nonetheless over-
lap, meaning that the physical parameters of a spectrum can
be included within more than one class. Assignment to any
of these counts as a valid classification that will enable a
successful retrieval.
When increasing the number of classes, Nc, we increase
the number of boundaries. Roughly speaking, the average
volume of a class in PCA space, Vc, scales as
Vc ∝ 1Nc . (21)
The fractional change in average volume when adding a class
is given by
Vc
Vc + ∆Vc
=
Nc
Nc + 1
, (22)
and so the average volume of a class is more sensitive to
the addition of extra classes at lower Nc. At low Nc the
mis-classification fraction is especially sensitive to the redis-
tribution of class centres in PCA space that results when Nc
is varied. This can be seen in the larger fluctuations present
for low numbers of classes in Figures 4a-c.
Figures 4d-f show that there is effectively a cut-off in the
noise level where the accuracy of classification rapidly dete-
riorates. The cut-off point increases with spectral resolution,
but the deterioration in accuracy becomes more significant
with higher numbers of classes. For R = 30, the cut-off noise
level is around 10 per cent, and we suggest therefore that our
method is appropriate for spectra with resolution R ≥ 30 and
noise less than 10 per cent of the peak-to-trough amplitude
in the spectrum. With much higher noise levels, the num-
ber of classes required to give comparable accuracy reduces
until reaching a limit of one class - the limit where the in-
formed prior spans the whole physical parameter range and
is therefore indistinguishable from an uninformed prior. At
this point the informed prior no longer offers any practical
advantage for retrieval efficiency.
As the spectral resolution increases, the overall accu-
racy of classification increases. This behaviour is expected,
as at higher resolution, there are more spectral features,
which lead to more clearly delineated classes in PCA space.
At R = 300, spectra with 15 per cent noise have an accu-
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rate classification rate over 98 per cent, indicating that this
method lends itself well to higher resolution spectra, as large
numbers of classes can be used on these spectra.
From looking at Equations 11 and 21, we can see that
it is desirable to have a large number of different classes.
As Vc reduces, the prior volume must similarly reduce, and
so with a higher number of classes, a smaller number of
iterations will be required by the retrieval, as illustrated by
Equation 11. Indeed, if the number of classes is increased
greatly, we reach a limit where in the event of no noise a
spectrum can be immediately matched to a set of parameters
without the need to run any form of retrieval code beyond
the classification.
However, in practice real spectra contain noise so some
form of retrieval algorithm will always be required. Further-
more, in the presence of noise there is always a non-zero
risk of mis-classification that can thwart successful retrieval
using an informed prior. In practice, the number of classes
should be tuned according to the noise level of the data so
as to give an acceptable accurate classification rate. Our ex-
perience here is that the method is effective for noise levels
at or below 10 per cent of the spectrum peak-to-trough dy-
namic range.
The percentage of mis-classification is clearly relevant
when determining the effectiveness of using informed priors.
For mis-classified spectra our retrieval will fail, resulting in
wasted computational effort as we must repeat the retrieval
using a standard uninformed prior. However, when perform-
ing retrievals over a large catalogue of objects, a failure rate
at the ∼ 1 per cent level incurs a time overhead that can
still be substantially out-weighed by the time savings of us-
ing informed priors for correct classifications. In the next
Section we show that our method provides typically a factor
two saving in computational efficiency, so a mis-classification
rate of 1 − 5 per cent does not significantly impact on the
advantages of using informed priors.
4.2.2 Effect of informed priors on retrieval
To investigate the effect of using informed priors we apply
them to transmission spectrum retrieval using nested sam-
pling. We consider three different values for spectral resolu-
tion, R = 30, 100, and 300, and two levels of Gaussian noise,
corresponding to 1 per cent and 10 per cent of the spectrum
peak-to-trough amplitude. The k-means classifier is set to
define 30 classes. We see from Figure 4 that 30 clusters gives
> 98 per cent accuracy for classification at both noise levels
and at all the spectral resolutions under consideration.
We generate 120 spectra at each resolution with pa-
rameters drawn randomly from the ranges in Table 1, cre-
ate a noisy realisation of the model spectrum, and then
run two retrievals for each spectrum. One retrieval uses a
uniform prior (which we label “standard”) whilst the other
uses the prior obtained from our unsupervised ML classifi-
cation (which we label “classified”). Standard retrieval uses
the nested sampler retriever packaged with PLATON to ob-
tain the best fit model, along with the metrics M1, M2, ε,
and Niter. For classified retrieval we use a slightly edited
version of the PLATON code, which is identical except the
transform_prior function is changed to use the parame-
ter distributions extracted from a PCA class as an informed
prior, rather than the uninformed standard prior used by the
PLATON FitInfo object. We run this classified retrieval
and, as for the standard case, obtain values for the metrics.
Following Zhang et al. (2019), the nested sampler we use has
100 live points. Figure 5 shows the values of these metrics
obtained for R = 100 and 1 per cent noise.
Figure 5(d) shows that there is a significant reduction
in the number of iterations required for the retrieval to reach
its stopping criterion. In the case of R = 100 and 1 per cent
noise, there is a 41 per cent reduction in the mean num-
ber of iterations. The means of the distributions in Figure
5(d) are 1779 and 2991 for classified and standard retrieval,
respectively. This difference of 1212 iterations corresponds
to 121 200 fewer likelihood evaluations. On a Macbook Pro
with a 2.7 GHz Intel Core i5 processor, a single run of the
PLATON forward model, which must be invoked in any like-
lihood evaluation, takes 105 ± 9 ms, based on 1000 calcula-
tions. This translates to a reduction in CPU time of around
3.3 hours.
In Figure 5(a) it is noticeable that the standard re-
trievals report lowerM1 values.M1 measures the normalised
distance between the retrieved and true parameters, some-
thing which is ultimately governed by the nested sampling
stopping criteria that is based upon the fraction of remaining
evidence ∆ ln Zˆ (Section 2). Unless the true solution lies close
to the peak in the informed prior distribution, where most
of the prior mass is contained, we must expect that a stop-
ping criterion based on the fraction of evidence that remains
will stop classified retrieval somewhat further from the true
solution than for standard retrieval where the prior mass is
evenly distributed throughout. Figure 6 indicates that this
difference in behaviour is more likely to be evident where
there is more detail available in the data (higher resolution
and/or lower noise). In practice this behavioural difference
could be minimised either by allowing for more classes when
dealing with higher quality data (so that the determination
of how much evidence remains is more locally evaluated) or
by modifying the stopping criterion to halt at a fixed abso-
lute value of remaining evidence. In any case, reassuringly,
Figure 5 confirms that the classified retrieval nonetheless
obtains parameters that are typically within the expected
distance of the correct solution given the noise level (i.e.
centred on log10M2 ≈ 0). This means that in reality the
solutions retrieved by either the standard or classified ap-
proach are indistinguishable at the level of the noise within
the data. Around 3 per cent of the classified points have
very large M2 values, which is likely due to the misclassi-
fication of the input spectrum. These outliers are the main
contributors to the highest M1 values we see in Figure 5a.
Figure 7 is similar to Figure 6, but instead shows the
ratio of Niter for retrieval with the classified and standard
approaches for each of the 6 combinations of resolution and
noise. We can see that almost all retrievals are faster with
the use of the classifier. There is a small correlation where
higher resolution spectra have a larger reduction in itera-
tions, partly due to the effect of the stopping criterion on
M1 discussed above, but also due to higher resolution spec-
tra containing more structure, reducing degeneracies and
hence reducing the number of parameters which must be
tested. We also see that noise level has an impact on Niter,
with noisier spectra having a ratio closer to one. This is
explained through Figure 8, which shows the ratio of Niter
for 10 per cent and 1 per cent noise for each of the reso-
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Figure 4. Left (panels a, b, c): The fraction of simulated spectra accurately classified as a function of the number of classes for different
noise levels. Results are shown for spectral resolutions of R = 30 (top), 100 (middle), and 300 (bottom). The noise levels are quoted as
a percentage of the dynamic range of the spectra. The zoomed in areas show the differences between the best performing noise levels
at the highest number of classes tested. Right (panels d, e, f): The fraction of spectra accurately classified as a function of noise level
for classifiers using 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 classes. These results are based on 5000 simulated spectra, with parameters drawn uniform
randomly from the ranges in Table 1.
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noise. For each of the 120 spectra, nested sampler retrieval was run with and without classifier-informed priors. Dashed yellow histograms
denote standard retrieval, whilst solid green histograms denote classified retrieval. There were 30 classes used for classification. a shows
the log of the accuracy metric, M1, whilst b shows the log of the precision metric M2. c shows the log of the error in the direction of
the vector in parameter space linking the true and retrieved parameters. d shows the number of iterations required for the retrieval to
reach the stopping criterion shown in Equation 9.
lutions for classified and standard retrieval. From Figure 8
it is clear that noise rather than resolution is the biggest
determinant of Niter. Increasing the noise level results in a
reduction of the number of iterations required for retrieval,
with a more pronounced effect for standard retrievals. Since
Niter for standard retrievals is reduced by a larger fraction
as noise level increases, it is clear that the relative efficiency
gain in using a classified approach diminishes as noise in-
creases. However, even for 10 per cent noise we note that
there is still a median speed-up of ∼ 20 per cent seen in Fig-
ure 7, meaning that our classified method still out-performs
the standard approach. We also see from Figure 6 that at
higher noise, the M1 values are more comparable, implying
that the accuracy of the two approaches converges as the in-
formation content within the data diminishes, as we should
expect.
Figure 9 shows some example spectra generated by clas-
sified retrieval compared with the true spectrum for a variety
of parameters, spectral resolutions and noise levels, the de-
tails of which are shown in Table 2. We see that the true
spectrum and retrieved spectrum are close to indiscernible,
Table 2. The true parameters for each of the example spectra in
Figure 9.
a b c d e f
Resolution 30 30 100 100 300 300
Noise (per cent) 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1 0.01 0.1
Planet mass (MJup) 1.68 1.87 1.59 1.74 0.74 1.78
Temperature (K) 2067 1590 463 709 260 2962
Log metallicity 2.73 1.85 1.66 2.72 −0.51 0.21
C/O ratio 0.22 0.21 1.61 0.54 0.99 1.99
Log scattering factor 3.97 3.81 2.80 −1.88 1.52 −0.78
with the majority of differences below the 1 per cent level.
Larger differences are present for very narrow features, but
the features are still present in the retrieved spectrum.
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Figure 6. From top to bottom, these plots show the log-ratio of
the M1 values for classified and standard retrieval for R = 30, 100
and 300. The dashed yellow histograms are for retrieval of data
with noise at 1 per cent and those in solid green show retrieval of
data with 10 per cent noise. The dotted and dashed vertical line
are the median value of the ratio for 1 per cent and 10 per cent
noise, respectively, while the solid vertical line indicates a ratio
of 1.
5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
As the number of exoplanet targets suitable for atmospheric
follow-up studies is set to increase rapidly over the next few
years, we are required to become more selective in target
choice and more efficient in our analysis of the data as we
move from an era of being target-starved to one in which we
will be starved of observing resources for follow-up.
The Spectroscopy and Phototmetry of Exoplanet Atmo-
spheres Research Network (SPEARNET) is using an auto-
mated approach to target selection and is employing a world-
wide telescope network to follow up selected targets. We
are also working on methods that can improve atmosphere
model retrieval and which can facilitate using retrieval in-
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Figure 7. From top to bottom, these plots show ratio of the
number of iterations required for retrieval with and without the
use of our optimised priors for R = 30, 100, and 300. The dashed
yellow histograms are for retrieval of data with noise at 1 per cent
and those in solid green show retrieval of data with 10 per cent
noise. The dotted and dashed vertical line are the median value
of the ratio for 1 per cent noise and 10 per cent noise respectively,
while the solid vertical line indicates a ratio of 1.
formation as part of the criteria for selecting further obser-
vations.
In the present study we have used an unsupervised
machine-learning (ML) classifier to construct informed pri-
ors suitable for multi-dimensional model retrieval methods
like nested sampling, which are used in atmospheric retrieval
codes such as PLATON Zhang et al. (2019). Construction
of an informed prior can provide significant retrieval effi-
ciency gains over the standard uninformed prior when fit-
ting a trusted model repeatedly to a large catalogue of ob-
jects. Quite apart from exoplanet studies, this is a situation
that is being increasingly encountered in astrophysics, and
in physics more generally, in the era of “big data”.
Our approach to constructing an informed prior suitable
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Figure 8. The ratios of the number of iterations required for
retrieval with 10 per cent and 1 per cent noise for (a) classi-
fied nested sampler retrieval and (b) standard nested sampler
retrieval. The black vertical lines denote the median value of each
of the histograms. The solid grey line denotes a ratio of 1.
for retrieval of exoplanet atmosphere models includes the
following steps:
(i) We used PLATON to generate a grid of forward model
spectra spanning the relevant range of exoplanet physical
parameter space.
(ii) We used a k-means clustering algorithm for unsuper-
vised classification of the models.
(iii) In order to enable the k-means classifier to work effi-
ciently we performed a principal component analysis (PCA)
to compress the spectral information down from 461 wave-
length bins to just 10 PCA components, with minimal loss
of information. Classification was then conducted in PCA
space.
(iv) We generated test spectra using PLATON, convolv-
ing to a range of spectral resolutions and adding noise to sim-
ulate real spectra. The spectra were then passed through the
trained classifier to identify which PCA class they belonged
to. This process is almost instantaneous and we found it to
be highly reliable (> 98 per cent) for resolutions R = 30−300
and noise levels up to 10 per cent of the peak-to-trough am-
plitude of the spectrum.
(v) We are able to extract the parameter distributions
corresponding to the PCA class of the test spectrum and
use them as an informed prior for nested sampling retrieval
of the physical parameters for the spectrum. We showed that
we typically improve retrieval efficiency by a factor of two in
doing so, with minimal loss of retrieval accuracy, as judged
by the difference between retrieved parameters and those
used to generate the test spectrum.
Data noise, rather than spectral resolution, is the main de-
terminant in the success of this method. Whilst some spectra
may be incorrectly classified, thereby preventing a success-
ful retrieval, these cases are rare enough that having to re-
run a retrieval using a standard uninformed prior for the
∼ 2 per cent of failed cases still saves substantial time over-
all.
Lastly, when moving from a uniform prior to an in-
formed prior approach, it is also possible to embed additional
information within the prior that may come from other ob-
servations. For example, measurements or constraints on
planet mass or equilibrium temperature can easily be folded
in by using the measurement and associated error to con-
struct an observational prior that can be incorporated into
the existing prior generated from classification. This can ei-
ther provide further efficiency gains in the retrieval (due to
the reduction of the prior mass) or, potentially more usefully,
a consistency check with the other measurements by com-
paring the similarity of retrieval solutions with and without
the embedded observational prior.
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